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This is SUStenance via Reposado, each year I provide a handout for folks as an outline and a way 
to click links that hopefully the wifi will allow you to view, and there’s a flash drive going around 
with the software I’ll be discussing, on it. Getting right into the title, 
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Reposado is a software project by Greg Neagle and published under the Walt Disney Animation 
Studio's github organization, It gets its name as a takeoff on a type of tequila, and the concept of 
a software repository or repo, but risk management wants me to mention
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 that we're not actually advocating the use of alcohol, it's not good for you, it actually dehydrates 
your body, 
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☕ unlike coffee, which may as well be a sports drink. (At my job we have three departments that 
take different tasks that could be called risk mgmt... and an actual ethics board, I think that's more 
interesting than hard liquor, but we can discuss that some other time.) Anyway, we'll cover 
everything about Apple releasing patches our desire to wrangle or manage them, and the why's 
and how's of doing so.  
I'll be laying things out in three sections:
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TL,DR, ICYMI, TMI

We'll start with TL,DR so we just cut to the chase of why you're here, 
!
Move on to in case you missed it to double-back for those less familiar with this and related topics 
!
And finish with a hopefully generous helping of TMI… although there isn't necessarily such a thing 
as too much information if we finish on time and y'all feel like you got what you wanted out of this 
particular session, but I'm hoping it's all both foundational and digestable, but thorough, so I top 
off your tanks, so to speak, with SUS and Reposado-specific knowledge.
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To get right into it, it's best to test patches or software releases before letting the customers of 
your IT organization install or otherwise apply them. 
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10.9.3

+$
Here's the scenario that I'll relate as if it could happen at any time: Apple releases 10.9.3, and on 

the same day, $ iTunes 11.2. This is not that long ago, you may remember the pandemonium as 
immediately, there are intermittent reports of the root /Users folder going missing. That's not what 
shakes me up personally, I'm concerned because of bizarre symptoms like /Users/Shared losing it's 
sticky bit, I'm talking about the path to a folder that's not supposed to be able to be deleted by 
the regular staff group, And most damning, besides /Library/Java's perms being incorrect, (i mean, 
Java having a security hole? Perish the thought...) the root of certain user folders were turned to
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 777! or as certain admins would say, Jackpot! After some sleuthing, we learn that it wasn't even 
the OS messing things up this bad, but the iTunes update, which just happened to be released on 
the same day. Apple silently alters the 11.2 version, and then releases 11.2.1 in 24 hours - but 
fallout-wise, how many of your users run as admin, or have access to an admin account AND are 
getting updates straight from Apple as soon as they're released?
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We'll get to ICMYI later, but one of the realities of our Maverick world is that, as of 10.9, end users 
are even automatically presented with quote 'System data files and Security updates' and 
automatically download all updates by default. Now those updates usually won't silently install 
since they often need a restart, so there is some notification. But if end users or normal humans 
with alert dialog fatigue either get the notification of an update and going against convention 
decide to listen to the alert and install it… What if, in the particular scenario we've just discussed 
the reliability or safety of their system got compromised possibly due to Apple not releasing the 
fix in a timely fashion?
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Prevent Unintended Consequences 
(or, not on my watch)

&

If we consider it one of our duties as admins to vet or examine and test 3rd party software for 
distribution to our customers, we should also be curating or filtering the software apple releases
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iTunes

+�
 so things like iTunes doesn't cause negative effects again, some of us have flashbacks to paths 
being deleted by an *ahem* overambitious preflight script when there were multiple drives or 
partitions. If you're curious I put links to the news stories about it in the top of the handout
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Mission Statement 

The basic issue that we're addressing in this presentation is: patches and other software 
installations introduce change, which in some cases can cause 'unwelcome behavior' - so get in 
front of it by utilizing a Software Update Service (or SUS) for Macs, and configure clients to only 
see updates after you've approved them. 
As an aside you'll hear me pronounce it 'suss', like the english colloquialism for teasing something 
out. We’ll go as far as I can recommend one taking this topic in an hour fifteen, which hopefully 
presents the most flexible deployment, taking into account WAN-facing solutions, day to day 
workflow, and how much data will be stored and delivered by the service
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softwareupdate

'

So right into client side manifestation: these patches are checked for under the covers by the 
framework encapsulated in the softwareupdate binary and delivered via regular web or HTTP 
transmission. Without any configuration these patches are checked for over HTTPS straight from 
apple's swscan.apple.com URL. But if we configure clients to specify a server to use, via a 
configuation profile (or a defaults write command, or MCX)
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/Library/Preferences/
com.apple.SoftwareUpdate.plist

(

 a pref file which would not be on the system by default gets created, and we can instead leverage 
for example Apple's Server Software Update Service, with which you can present an approved set 
of updates as they are synched from apple, once you've decided those updates are safe or 
otherwise haven't been suspected to have issues. And you push those updates live by checking 
lots of boxes in the Server.app GUI
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Mission Priorities 

We'll pause here and rank some requirements that we may base an architectural design on for a 
SUS-related solution to outline the systems we'd interact with, or services we'd need to control, 
and configure
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Tell me what you want

❔ ⏰,

• Control what our clients see, and when - this should clearly be our highest priority
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What you really, really want

☁️ 
-,.,/ 
0⛔️,2✅    (❄️)

And what else might we want? howsabout • Providing access from the WAN, preferably without 
complex trickery to make clients location-aware, since apple's #1 selling Macs are laptops 
• Providing updates no matter what OS our clients are running wether we have folks on cat 
versions or left coast-themed OSes, even those that are just barely a glimmer in our eyes on the 
horizon And already Apple's Server application is knocked out of the running • Save bandwidth on 
the local network as you're probably all painfully aware when it comes to iOS DDOS'ing your 
network on the day a new iPhone drops, as your network is NOT a big truck, and is instead more 
accurately referred to as a series of tubes, and this might be a special case, but • you may have the 
need to continue offering updates when a group of clients are 'frozen' at a particular OS version. 
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everyone in the ool

You can turn it on in Server.app, and choose between: Automatically allowing updates to be 
downloaded and enabled (which the service checks for and performs daily,) or Manually choose 
from the fetched lists of updates,
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everyone in the ool

 and if you chose manual you can remember to go in, as those updates are populated,
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too little,- do not want

 finish downloading the patches you want, and enable them to a single 'approved' list. Say you 
have a group testing a future version of the operating system, or running an older OS than your 
server version supports? 
Tough nugies. There's no 'some folks get this', I'm literally showing you 30 dollars worth of server 
right here. Do Not Want, amirite?
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Design Assumptions: 
!

- laptops 
- Web + WAN 

- (responsibility)

However, as this is the TL,DR section, I tried to devise the most flexible setup. It assumes: - you 
have laptops you're tending to which consistently roam out of the local network, and you're willing 
and able to manage their configuration 
 you find a way to setup a web server with LAN and potantially WAN connectivity 
- you're willing to ensure your service is available to clients, as we are playing outsides the confines 
of what Apple delivers - you could pass over indepth utilization monitoring as that as it isn't a 
mission-critical component, but you want it to be resilient to failure by using a reliable and 
hopefully in-warranty server and/or virtualization platform, which can be whatever you're 
comfortable with supporting and keeping in service I of course can't make the call of whether 
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Reposado  

And at the center of it all is Reposado. It's a way to essentially mimic Apple's Software Update 
Service to do many of the things IT wants, which Apple's service at present doesn't allow.
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ffwd, server ⏩ 
6,7

And here's the fast forward version of setting this up, based on those assumptions I just stated: 1. 
Put the reposado tools on a server that's accessible both from your internal network and the WAN 
(that is secured, with space and reliable access) and run it's three-step setup to configure it - if you 
leave it’s last question blank and then 
perform an initial sync it’ll run without replicating packages, and finish pretty quick
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ffwd, server ⏩ 
8

2. decide who your testing groups are, document your release schedule  
    and setup branches on reposado to point those groups to
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ffwd, server ⏩ 
!

3. use utilities like Jesse Peterson's web-based GUI tool Margarita to maintain the branch release 
process, and optimally you'd also verify, via remote management and/or monitoring tools, that 
pkgs are being reliably served
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9:

And you can all leave, thank you for coming,  
 you can just turn off your hearing aids and TiVO the rest! 
(drops mic) 
Just kidding, I glossed over all the specifics,  
 you don't get off that easy. 
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ICYMI, 

;

Doubling back, I touched on the features of the Apple Server.app Software Update Service, but I 
didn't talk about another piece of the puzzle that could potentially assist us: the Server 
applications Caching service.
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ICYMI, since Dec. 6th of 2013, and the 2.2 release of Server.app,  
 this service has been meant to provide the following benefits: 
in Mountain Lion 10.8.2 or cooler, it would register itself with Apple  
 as being able to cache any of the following kinds of content:
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media from the iTunes store, 
iBooks, 
apps from the Mac App Store, 
and OS X software updates
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The process through which a client would utilize this cache is, when it checked in over https to the 
regular WAN update site, it gets an xml file with specific elements that it then evaluates and 
makes decisions of what it needs to download and apply. It would normally be pointed to pkgs 
hosted on the http CDNs or content delivery services that Apple themselves provide.
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;

However, if the client identified itself that it was rolling with buddies behind the same NAT as an 
air-quotes 'registered' caching server, Apple would point the client to the local server to actually 
deliver the content that was requested. 
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stat

The first transaction would 'warm' the local cache, and any subsequent clients behind that same 
NAT would also be told it can find that content on the local network. (And the elaborate OS X 
Server-side, process of registering with Apple is, 
You guessed it, flipping the switch to 'on' when starting up the caching service, and it checks in 
with apple automagically.) This 'lazy proxy' as one might describe it, happens without any 
configuration on the client end, and similarly no administration was required or, in various cases, 
allowed to customize the service. From a security or bandwidth mgmt perspective, the number 
one missing feature from it is: you can't quote-unquote poison the cache,
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 stopping the replicated update from being served, and it's biggest barrier to implementation is 
it'll have no effect if you either can't control what NAT your clients connect from, or you've 
configured your clients to point to a SUS.
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So, did anything change to improve the situation for us admins in the Mavericks release of the 
Server app when it comes to the caching service? Well, yes and no.  
Because really, I told you all the previous content types and the bandwidth culprit on LANs with 
wireless are iOS devices or if, like recently, updates come out for  
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 the entire iWork and iLife suite of apps, released on the same day. Well that was the #1 feature 
with a bullet they added in the 3.0 release. But on the negative side, those other benefits we were 
hoping to get like having any say over what kind of content gets cached, or wether we want to 
stop specific kinds of content or individual pkgs from being delivered within our network at all, 
those type of controls are still not an option.
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As benefits go, it's certainly a blessing that pays dividends in bandwidth saved, but not materially 
for our SUS-subscribed Macs because our goal is again, to turn off the water main and handle 
properly phase in turning on the sprinklers. Since clients aren't checking in with Apple's own 
service on the WAN, as we're redirecting mac clients to our own service, when fetching updates 
via the softwareupdate framework/binary they can't be pointed to Apple's Server.app-hosted 
caching service. Which again, works through registration with Apple based on NAT. 
Now if your primary intent when looking at SUS options was to conserve bandwidth, maybe this is 
enough for you. I'm not going to say it isn't, we have 5 caching servers for our different NATs,
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picture

A

 but it's the picture I painted in the beginning we're trying to avoid. 
And pardon me as I take an even further detour to be explicit, as this is a foundational session, but 
f you're newer to Mac administration, you may think applications installed from the Mac App Store 
come from the same service as Apple's OS and Application software patches, but that has 
historically not been the case, and only recently were Apple patches embedded in the Mac 
AppStore's updates tab. Reposado and any other SUS cannot assist in choosing or delivering  Mac 
or iOS App Store apps or third party updates, just so there's no confusion regarding those points.
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semantics

Also, just to touch on terminology, what's commonly referred to as a 'patch mgmt system', like 
Munki or Casper, we as admins are managing stuff, but for instance, like when you're prompted to 
install Java or the Xcode command line tools, Those are fresh installs which are actually delivered 
from software update, and are not strictly 'patches' to existing software, so semantically 
curmudgeons like Greg Nagle the Bagel and myself argue about wether it's ok to call a SUS a 
software management system, but let's at least just agree that the Caching service is not one. 
Pardon me getting caught on relatively minor points like this, so hopefully you'll forgive me if I use 
'patches' interchangeably with 'updates' or just 'software'.
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Now I'd like to take into account previous conference feedback I've received where folks have said 
'I didn't realize I needed to review last years sessions before coming to this one.
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Brendon Penglase did a 'Wrangle All the Updates' session in 2012, which doesn't feel like a long 
time ago, but remember that was Lion: the server OS was midway through an upheaval, and the 
main way admins interfaced with Reposado was at the command line. I'm taking a greater interest 
in architecture and less the under-the-covers levers pulled on the command line interface that 
reposado provides. 
Not much has, in actuality, changed, and not just when it comes to reposado in particular, but any 
mac mgmt feature, I'm more interested in hearing about new ways of tackling the customers 
problem through either clever or impeccably solid means.
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NetS ( ‘R )US

Anyway, shifting back to the software update service, you may think the more appropriate solution 
to choose for my 'TL,DR', semi-ideal setup should instead be a 'two trick pony' option backed by 
the well-respected vendor Jamf Software. And in case you missed that, their project is called 
NetSUS,
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NetSUS

which provides a linux-based method of hosting both a single netboot set and a software update 
service with their familiar GUI wrapped around both. As with many things JAMF-related there 
tends to be a lot of leeway about how best to setup or configure clients to use the service, which 
is not in partcular a strike against them, just a consideration to take into account when evaluating 
them. Also one may notice they're not particularly known for contributions to open source 
projects, but I want to commend them for packaging up these services for folks to download as a 
virtual appliance. And you can alternately run a setup script they provide to configure their GUI on 
any Debian or Red Hat-lineage Linux instance you may have available. I found the documentation 
decent from an operational standpoint.
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But irregardless of why I don't prefer their flavor of PHP GUI, now would be a good time to outline 
what that workflow for operating Reposado looks like server-side as that's what JAMF's NetSUS is 
leveraging. And critically, we need to understand the concept of branches as Reposado refers to 
them. A metaphor one could use is that on an actual tree, some limbs go further ahead than 
others, yet they could have the exact same features with the longer ones just showing additions 
more rapidly and the shorter ones will soon grow to inherit. Not to confuse y'all too much, but just 
in case that isn't clear enough another term used when discussing this concept is a 'track' like 
Nascar or olympic runners, where if you're on the inside track you pass the finish line quicker. 
(Anyone have a better analogy?)
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When we're testing updates, and our most adventurous and resilient clients check in, we'd want 
them to try the newest updates to get their feedback. Some refer to this as smoke testing, I call 
these folks my canaries in the coalmine. If all goes well, we can then enable those updates for a 
larger testing pool, and we hope they pick up on any issues, before we finally let everyone like 
VIP's and critical systems apply them. So organizing software updates into branches allow us to 
phase in the newer patches to larger groups over time. This phased rollout I refer to in many of my 
talks, which you may have heard me attribute to the Practice of System and Network 
Administration book by Strata Chalup, Christina Hogan and Tom Limoncelli that I refer to as 
TPOSANA, can be summed up as 'one, some, many’. In our organization it starts out with our 
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/Library/Preferences/
com.apple.SoftwareUpdate.plist

D

So I've said you should make some choices, policy-wise, to set things up client- and server-side, 
breaking news from literally last week or so is if you have 10.9 and cooler clients installing Apple 
updates as part of munki, you must directly modify the preference in /Lib/Prefs/
com.apple.SoftwareUpdate.plist. This may seem like a munki-specific corner case, but I don't know 
who shouldn't be using Munki, so I thought I'd mention it - munki can workaround a lack of 
connectivity to your SUS,  but not if the following conditions are met: 1) You're running 10.9 or 
later 2) No internet/network connectivity when a machine is at the loginwindow 3) The use of MCX 
or Profiles to set SoftwareUpdate's CatalogURL 4) You've approved an Apple software update that 
requires a logout or restart.
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github.com/chilcote/outset

D

These conditions are probable if your clients are mostly wireless and use 802.1x authentication, 
which is commonly WPA2 with AD auth, and they'd therefore lose connection to the network when 
they log out. It was discovered by Pepijn Bruienne and could be in effect for all updates, not just 
those that require a reboot, but there's the breaking news for you. If this sounds like you, and 
you're already performing adhoc configuration for things like dockutil, that's how you can work 
around this issue client-side. If you're not using a tool like scriptRunner or Joseph Chilcote's 
outset, it will come in handy at some point, so I've added those to the handout at the bottom.
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BYO Web 

Even if you know what you want and had gone ahead with getting reposado up and running in and 
of itself your clients can't access that mirror of apple's WAN swscan.apple.com site until you 1. 
point a web server process like Apache or Nginx at the folder structure it generates and 2. 
configure your clients to see any particular catalog you've designated for them. I just covered one 
flexible way of addressing #2, but #1 is an exercise for the reader, as they say. 
Server-side, the installation of reposado is trivial, and there is more documentation on webserver 
setup to point to the directories that reposado will pull down than you can shake a stick at.
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Simian: What, When

❔    ⏰,

I gave an example of how I've decided to split up my customers for which branch to feed them, 
and then the promotion schedule Google's Simian project uses for apple updates is:
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simianSched

             +7 E+4&,
F,

- sync to the one initial branch immediately as it's available from apple 
- after four days, you can promote that update to the 'testing' branch 
- then, the next Wednesday after seven days have gone by since it hit testing, 
 everybody else can see and apply it.
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munkees

G

They use munki-specific features like not even notifying users as long as a reboot isn't required, 
and there are plenty of admins that say as long as you're getting good feedback from testers this 
is a safe and effective way of getting patches out the door in a timely fashion.
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⏰,E,❔

So that's some of the 'what' in that they're differentiating between Apple updates in that, if they 
don't require a reboot, just install them for canaries right away. If everyone at Google needed to 
reboot their workstations, especially at an inopportune time, they literally lose a million dollars of 
productivity. So they’ve thought through what they can just start installing immediately and ‘when’. 
'Why' they wait until Wednesdays after they're done with testing might be because they're 
protecting their weekends and making sure they're at maximum potentially support staffing levels 
so they have the resources to respond just in case things don't go as planned.
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⩃ , !
So ramping up as we enter our TMI section, this leaves managing branches with either Margarita 
or JAMF's NetSUS If we have time I might talk about redirecting CDN requests to the local 
network,  and a concept you may have heard of called Cascading, which integrates well with 
reposado. Now I hadn't touched on why I don't prefer JAMF's NetSUS, so:
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 Margarita is plenty good enough, it follows that unix philosophy of doing one task well. And in 
contrast JAMF makes assumptions about how you'll deploy this which I personally don't want for 
my environment. Now for software development, being opinionated and end-user focused is a 
great thing, and a lot of software design should be about accessible intuitive defaults, just color 
me confused but not surprised about why they're in my opinion approaching things in a more 
simple yet brittle way. For example, if you're behind a proxy there are options you'd need to feed 
reposado, and even though you're not directly touching the prefs because JAMF set it up for you, 
you have to get in there anyway and figure out what they did to make it work. There's issues or 
bugs or features that have been untouched in their github repo since April 2012, you're kind of on 
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pico 
!

vim 
!

nano

/var/lib/reposado/
preferences.plist

Getting back on track, if you decide to use NetSUS and are behind a proxy, turn on ssh, the docs 
are currently misleading about ssh being off by default or it just may have the wrong password set, 
all the buttons looking greyed out don't help, anyway, once you're in use vim or nano or pico as 
sudo to add a CurlOptions stanza to this path, /var/lib/reposado/preferences.plist, an example of 
which is in the reposado docs.
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zipit"

Now before I get into Margarita, we'll divert into taking Reposado apart by opening the source in 
a text editor, so you can use TextWrangler or BBEdit or whichever. Reposado doesn't use a 
common github convention of letting you distribute packaged releases behind the tab towards the 
top right based on git tag, but as simple as running a script from wherever it happens to live on 
your filesystem, you can just use the Download Zip button on the right of this page and put it 
where you want it.
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Open the expanded reposado-master folder and you'll see it contains, in the code folder, python 
scripts essentially or perhaps it's more applicable to call them programs, consisting of two main 
modules, repo_sync and repoutil, and they share some functions in a third 'reposadocommon.py' 
file inside the reposadolib folder
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Repo_sync is about syncing down the catalog files each OS would query with the softwareupdate 
framework-slash-binary when evaluating locally what updates are applicable, And it also syncs 
down supporting information like dists or distribution files, which are part language localization 
and part xml-wrapped javascript, that tells the client when it goes to install the update what type 
of preflight and postflight routines are expected.
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The other module at the root of the code folder is repoutil, the main function of which is to create 
and manipulate branches, which are again, lists of updates that help you organize what group gets 
what. Repoutil is also where you initially configure how repo_sync runs by answering three 
questions: 1. where, locally, do you want the catalogs and files that repo_sync pulls down stored, 
which will contain an almost exact mirror of what Apple hosts. And that directory can be named 
anything but is referred to generically as ‘html' And 2., also locally, where you want to have 
repo_sync's internal accounting files, referred to generically as 'metadata' 3, the 'base url for your 
local Software update Service' is optional and if desired, you could choose to not replicate any of 
the actual packages by leaving that blank by just hitting return. As a result, your curated or 
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it’s a bit inscrutable, but the furthest OS named to the left in these URLs 
designate which ones the clients running that OS will fetch
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pcap

As an overview of what it's like without any SUS, I mentioned previously that Apple's regular WAN 
update site leads them to a series of xml files with specific elements in them. The initial site it 
contacts is behind https as of 10.8, but has always been at swscan.apple.com. Most critically 
toward the end of the interaction one may make with apple's services is the packages themselves, 
which are currently found via swcdnlocator.apple.com replicated around the world by the Akamai 
content distribution network. Thanks to Yoann Gini and PSU Mac Admins conference for giving me 
the opportunity to have Yoann help me make this capture, no matter how basic it seems. Speaking 
of Akamai, I know some large orgs actually have their servers on-premise on the edge of their 
networks to improve what is essentially a caching service similar to the one Apple includes in its 
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ETags are a list of something akin to a fingerprint identifier that you can make a web request for. 
The HTTP protocol specifies this as a way to make sure you don't have to redownload a file if it's 
contents haven't changed. Each catalog and the distribution files for each product listed therein 
have their etags stored and this file is an implementation detail of how python reads a dictionary 
to have speed-of-memory-fast access to those stored catalogs and dist files, along with their 
fingerprints.
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DownloadStatus is an internal accounting of all distinct products curl has processed from any of 
the catalogs, wether or not it then downloads the packages. There are some exceptions, but 
usually the products are identified with a two-part 7 digit numeric identifier that starts with 031, 
041, 061, or 091.
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Finally, ProductInfo is the motherlode of detailed information about each quote-unquote product. 
Contained is an overview of what's being captured, which is essentially a compendium of info 
scraped from the dists of each product in all catalogs: The most recent date the packages, 
spearate of the product, were first posted, the version, its title, description and size,
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then the bundle id of any included pkgs under a data structure labeled pkgs_refs and a 
designation of which OS-specific catalog has that product in it. Additionally, the same array of info 
for each grouping of Packages is in there, which captures a way to ensure you downloaded each 
package correctly called a digest, its size, the URLs to fetch the package itself and other metadata, 
including the distribution file you'd use per localization, or language region. And you see that 7-
character identifier different places in the URL, just like you'd see it on the file system as it syncs 
that info down. Just for the products apple considers 10.9-specific, the ProductInfo file is nearly 
30,000 lines long. Once you actually create and manage branches, a CatalogBranches.plist file 
appears, and contains a list of the branch names and all the products that would appear in each by 
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Cron,  
ScheduledTasks, 

LaunchD

So that I could demo Branches, and NetSUS vs Margarita, I did what the ghostbusters warned us 
against and crossed the streams to add Margarita to the NetSUS appliance and have one VM to 
show them side-by-side.Margarita is opinionated in that it assumes you'd independently use 
repo_sync to copy down Apples catalogs, as that's a simple and well-defined tool and workflow. 
Repo_sync takes any OS catalogs you feed it and you'd normally hook that up to Windows 
scheduler, cron on Linux or Mac, but really LaunchD would be recommended on OS X. The point 
is, with repo_sync handled by a recurring job,
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Margarita is therefore only functionally interested in providing an interface to repo_util, and shows 
you a differential between Apple's canonical catalog and your branches. It can start you off by 
allowing you to duplicate Apple's catalog in its entirety, and it lists all of the products reverse 
chronologically by Post Date. You'd then logically toggle off the newer ones that you're still testing 
to turn them from the green state of 'listed' to unlisted, which I'll admit is an unfortunate concept 
to attach to this part of the interface as I'm not sure it's supposed to be evocative of unlisted 
numbers in the phonebook, and to me it being active or 'armed' for your production catalog 
before it's tested would be red, but one way or the other, you get used to it. There is the option of 
hiding commonly listed updates, so you can focus just on the ones that are not yet listed in all of 
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Switching to the NetSUS way of accomplishing this exact workflow, you end up with no products 
when you use this greyed-out-looking button create a new branch.
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You click its 'name' link, and then have to select-all to add them in, and there's checkboxes for 
deselecting the ones you may still be testing. A nice feature is you can on a per-branch basis auto-
enable updates, although I know folks who get notifications of newly synched updates, as often as 
that happens, so they don't mind going in to make it live. Or, to use a phrase the kids are into, 
turn down for what. You can also filter updates, which I guess comes in handy sometimes, and you 
can switch branches and just hope you remember what you enabled where as the page refreshes, I 
much prefer Margarita’s implementation, but I guess that's better than drilling back in from the 
SUS sidebar-linked splashpage?
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On that main page you can arrange its cron-based daily-only schedule of when to sync, which you 
can choose from one of 7 options that are spaced every 3 hours, Or they present you with the 
option of doing syncs manually...
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One of the stranger pieces of anti-documentation I've come across is this, regarding the 8 version 
of the Casper Suite "These instructions can be followed... loosely?" 
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I started looking in to this because we saw this 'root' branch designation, which is not a concept 
they took from reposado, in this interface. As an aside, reposado does brings in it's own 
terminology, like considering an update 'deprecated' when apple no longer lists it as part of a 
catalog. Being able to keep deprecated updates around is that feature I said was vital if you have 
clients 'frozen' on a particular OS or in a particular state, where you need to keep offering things 
like Java patches that Apple pulled, which happened back in the 10.6 days. So what is this 'root' 
branch designation meant to do? Jury's still out. I have no indication that when you add a SUS to 
JAMF's settings
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 and then go in and tell it, per network segment config, to use said SUS, 
 that it knows what branch we're talking about 
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You can check my work, there's nothing in the JSS Admin docs about setting what branch is 
expected to be configured on a SUS. But there is what to do when using a smartphone or iPod 
touch to configure it...?
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One can interpret that they assume you're designating one of these appliances per vlan...? and 
that you would consider everyone at that site needing the same branch. It would almost make 
sense if you can manage the URL of your SUS organization-wide without specifying which branch 
they'll use, they'd just look for index.sucatalog. This is where you specify the SUS that a particular 
network segment should use. That extention may be familiar to folks used to Apple's SUS, as 
that's how, when your SUS is serving updates for multiple OS versions and therefore need to point 
clients on each OS to different catalogs, you could use a concept called URL rewrites.
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Commonly, in apache, this is with an htaccess file at the DocumentRoot of the web site, and I 
believe it leverages the mod_rewrite module which may be enabled by default. How this works is 
it takes advantage of clients identifying themselves with user agent strings, which put more simply 
is like when you go to a site on an iPhone it detects the mobile browser and gives you a different 
representation of the site than if it detected a browser running on OS ten. Just the same, you can 
detect which numbered release of Darwin which is of course the name of OS X's kernel. This is 
from the Reposado docs.
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As of 3.0 of NetSUS this is the function that gets called when you enable a root branch: all the OS-
flavors of the branch get copied into the web DocumentRoot so... you sank my scrabbleship? This 
game makes no sense.  
!
!
!
Otherwise JAMF recommends mapping the client to the OS-specific branch URLs,  
 but if someone wants to enlighten us regarding  
 what this root branch thing means or how it operates... 
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CDN Redirects?

I’m glad we still have time, I wanted to cover was redirecting requests for Apple's CDN to your 
local network, which requires a disclaimer: Every service that does 'unnatural' things to DNS for 
sites like apple.com implies risk and responsiblity - so use care, caution, and make sure you can roll 
back if tests prove that the configuration is not actually working. This is for non-risk-adverse 
students in advanced placement classes only, so you'd think I shouldn't be recommedning this, but 
I'm balancing the positives of allowing laptops to use Apple's CDN when outside your network 
with saving that bandwidth when internal. Any service you put into production that your customers 
are to rely upon does require some level of care and feeding. Although I consider this a worthwhile 
architecture to consider implementing, you may not consider this flexibility necessary or worth it, 
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DNS wrongitude

Disclaimer over, this technique was implemented by an old former coworker of mine   from 318 
named John Klos, who is quite the interesting individual in his own right. And he referred to this 
technique as a transparent software update service. As of 10.8 swcdn.apple.com is https, which 
broke a technique folks had been using, where they redirected that URL to the SUS URL on their 
local network with a cname or something, by assuming client on the local networking were using 
DNS handed out via the office DHCP. This newer technique takes advantage of the fact that, even 
though catalogs are served by https, the cdn URLs for the packages themselves are still delivered 
via HTTP, which one might expect to NOT change, since that's how CDN's kindof have to work, at 
least until the state of the art improves and delivery services don't consider https too much 
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Cascading?

Speaking of which, I'm going to leave you with one other, safer practice you may be interested in: 
and that brings us back to an older concept called Cascading SUS’es. The idea was your one SUS 
would pull down the updates from Apple once, and if you had slow links or many clients on one 
network segment that therefore could be addressed by multiple SUS'es, you could distribute the 
updates internally between servers during off-peak hours. How this relates to reposado is 
repo_sync is an all-or-nothing proposition: you tell it what OSes you're synching updates for and it 
pulls them all down. Say you don't think proapp updates or other large packages aren't necessary 
to sync down, Jeff Dyck shared his technique just recently that he didn't want to download 
everything, so he has a catalogs-only reposado instance central, and his 20 remote sites look at his 
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.pl ≢ perl?

One last note for those who are thinking of running Reposado on a Mac server because that's all 
you have available to you. The built-in httpd.conf file which the Server.app web service reads 
interprets .pl files as perl scripts that it would use to modify how it behaves. .pl also happens to be 
the two letter lang code for poland, which repo_sync pulls down as part of its dist files, and clients 
need to fetch to apply certain updates. Since the server's been told not to serve those files, your 
clients can fail applying updates, so you would need to modify the conf file, which I couldn't find 
what it is for 10.9, but check the reposado mailing list and someone who ran into this issue put up 
their fix for 10.8.
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“How many jigga?”

and just one more thing, plan for over 100 GBs of storage to be used if you are even only synching 
the 10.9 catalog, and ideally you’d be able to use less than 300GBs for everything with breathing 
room for a few years.
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SUStenance Via Reposado 
(and Friends)

Allister Banks                       abanks@montefiore.org                        @sacrilicious

!

Feedback: 
j.mp/ 

psumac41

Feedback link is on the right, thank you all very much!
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